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2. DOCUMENT OVERVIEW 
Headings note the product (AddOn) and dates mark the official release dates. 
 
In the lines, you will see a date (this is when the task was finished/committed), then optionally the 
BX-Software ticket id, a task/bug description, and in the end optionally an internal tracking number. 
 
The BX-Software ticket id is the number that corresponds with the BX-Software tracking system in 
Help desk and that is tracked on the BX-Software support.  
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3. BX MOBILE WAREHOUSE NEW BRANDING 
The BX Software suite continues to be enhanced and follow the latest SAP Business One versions 
and technology innovations. In the past few weeks we have arrived a new stage on the road to 
developing and rebranding BX Software products.  
 
Here you can find important information for the new Mobile Warehouse release: 

- Before you upgrade the new version, you have to uninstall the old BX Service Broker 
and WH9 client application 
 

- You can find the logs following this path: c:\ProgramData\BX\BX Service Broker\Logs\ 
 

 BX Software solutions version number 
BX Software solutions version number is composed in the following way: 

The first two digits are the last two digits of the current year.  
The second two digits are the month in which it was built. 
The next five digits group is related to day of the building and the last three digits of this 
group are related to the build number. 
To select the correct version, please review the last 5 digits group: 

1 it is assigned to SQL platform 
2 it is assigned to HANA platform 
6 it corresponds to 64 bites 
8 it corresponds to 32 bites 
90 it is related to the SBO version 
91 it is related to the SBO version 

 Latest BX Mobile Warehouse Installation 
Before you install version 16.06.30022_OFFICIAL we advise you to install the oldest version and 
the service broker as well. 
 
4. LATEST TESTED SAP BUSINESS ONE VERSION 
Below is a list of the Business One version (patch level) we used for testing the AddOn. These 
patch levels are guaranteed to be working with BX AddOns, using our testing methods. The 
tests were run on Windows 10 professional 64bit and MS SQL Server 2012 and  2014, HANA. 

 SAP Business One 9.0 (not supported any more) 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 17 20.06.2016 
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 SAP Business One 9.0 HANA(not supported any more) 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 17 20.06.2016 
 
Note: this is the last official release of BX Mobile Warehouse for 9.0. 

 SAP Business One 9.1 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 12 22.06.2016 
 

 SAP Business One 9.1 HANA 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 12 27.06.2016 
 
 

 SAP Business One 9.2 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 01 24.06.2016 
 

 SAP Business One 9.2 HANA 
Business One version Tested on (date) 

SP 00 PL 01 23.06.2016 
 
Note: the versions from 9th April 2014 only support SAP PL09 or higher. 

 Not Supported Patch Levels 
There can be some SAP patch levels in which our add-ons cannot run because of technical issues. 
For BX Mobile WH 9 these patch levels are the following: 

9.0 PL 05 and earlier: DI API issues when combining batches and bin locations 
 Known Issues  
 On HANA 9.0 PL13 and HANA 9.1 PL04 there is a problem with picking serial numbers for 

pick lists. The second serial number cannot be picked for the same line and at posting an 
error message appears. This problem can only be solved in later patch levels of SAP. 

 
 There is a DI issue with pick list: “allocated quantity exceeds available quantity”. It is 

described in this note. SAP Note: http://service.sap.com/sap/support/notes/2209366 
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Make unable Real-time Picking (post instantly after picking an item) setting at BX WH9 
Picking tab. Then restart the service broker and the mobil devices.  
If this setting is inactive WH9 won’t forward to SAP the picking instantly after every 
transaction but only when the warehousekeeper close the pick list the data, including the 
binlocation, will be updated. 

 Known limitations 
Deliveries and issues for production with serial numbers only work if the serial numbers are defined 
to be unique by serial numbers, as shown in the following screen shot. Any other setting will result 
in the impossibility to create deliveries or issues for production for serial numbered items. This 
limitation will be lifted in a future release. 
 

 
 BX Settings 

At the last BX Mobile WH 9 release a new setting tab has been add in order to group the settings 
with major clarity. 

 The BXMobileWH9_InstallationAndConfigurationManual.pdf contains a short description of each 
one of the settings. 
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5. BX MOBILE WAREHOUSE 
5.1.1 2016-06-30 
2016-06-22 [BXHD 1001389] Issue with display of Unit of Measure in WH9 
2016-06-21 [BXHD 1001386] cannot login anymore on a Korean database (#11658) 
2016-06-15 [BXHD 1001337] Wrong fright cost (line level) on GRPO whit different BP currency 

(#11616) 
2016-06-13 [BXHD 1001307] CreateGoodsReceiptPOQuantitiesBatchScreen cannot UDF 

invisible (#11611) 
2016-06-09 [BXHD 1001288] Goods Issue and Receipt - issue with Doc Date (#11574) 
2016-06-02 Cannot create Delivery without freight (#11584) 
2016-06-03 Pick List delivery: Base document freight code cannot be changed error (#11583) 
2016-06-02 [BXHD 1001211] Goods Receipt: Attributes extra fields doesn't work (#11582) 
2016-05-27 UoM exception in Free GRPO lines (#11567) 
2016-05-20 [BXHD 1001224] Invalid DocDate at Goods Receipt (#11539) 
2016-05-25 GS1-128 does not work at GRPO storage (#11538) 
2016-06-03 [BXHD 1001188] FIX LOCATION AT LOGIN SCREEN IN WH9 (#11510) 
2016-06-13 WH9 version - Client specific version error ( Client - Gemsen Inc) Case 2 (#11482) 
2016-06-14 [BXHD 1001120] WH9 version -  Client specific version error  ( Client - Gemsen 

Inc)Case 1 (#11474) 
2016-05-11 [BXHD 1000797] FW: Pillow Perfect Request for Customization - WH9 (#11466) 
2016-05-04 [BXHD 1001102] Pass UDF value into bx_mobile_wh9_picklists_query_custom 

(#11454) 
2016-05-02 [BXHD 1001104] "Logout after PDC bookings" doesn't work on starting operation 

(#11446) 
2016-05-12 [BXHD 1001070] Closing stock transaction request base document (#11439) 
2016-05-03 Can't remove prepared lines from quantities screen (multiple processes) (#11418) 
2016-04-22 Customization create protected fields (#11409) 
2016-04-29 Add "Windows Embedded Compact 7" compatibility to the installer (#11393) 
2016-04-28 [BXHD 1000824] Pick list booking error at bin deleting (#11363) 
5.1.2 2016-04-30 
2016-04-21 [BXHD 1001020] Button Bug (#11408) 
2016-04-19 'Sticky destination location' should work for all Stock Transfers (including SO 

Transfer) (#11407) 
2016-04-19 'Prefill unique batches' setting should not clear already filled batch numbers 

(#11406) 
2016-04-18 [BXHD 1000964] If BN/SN was defined on the stock transfer screen, it should be 

copied over onto the quantity screen (#11360) 
2016-04-07 [BXHD 1000760] U_BXPPROT field can not be created in HANA (#11346) 
2016-03-31 [BXHD 1000760] Line order in speed picking in new WH9 version (#11306) 
2016-03-29 [BXHD 1000866] Error translate UDF (#11304) 
2016-03-30 [BXHD 1000803] BX WH 9 # Error Creating Delivery with Sales-BoM (#11287) 
2016-03-21 format exception during login with alphabetic name (#11276) 
2016-03-21 limit maximum items rows returned (#11271) 
2016-03-02 [BXHD 1000679] URGENT BUG Fix requested in WH9: Uom Code Error in Item 

(Quick) Counting (#11191) 
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2016-02-23 Customization PreviousScreen Name property (#11170) 
2016-02-23 Customization: KeyPreview Event (#11169) 
2016-03-01 [BXHD 1000604] BX Mobile WH9 Consistency Bug: Remove temporary table lines 

when base document lines are removed or cancelled (#11118) 
2016-03-18 [BXHD 1000521] BX Mobile WH09 Pick function (#11010) 
2016-03-30 [BXHD 1000369] #VAR-HD-20151216-111018# add fright Cost on GRPO // EBM 

Papst Mulfingen // Andrea Sacher (#11007) 
2016-03-16 Handle serial number attributes with customization (#11004) 
2016-04-11 [BXHD 1000505] Receipt By-Products from Production in WH9 for SAP 9.1/9.2 

(#10993) 
5.1.3 2016-02-29 
2015-12-03 Multi-item transfer: serial numbers are overwritten (only the last one is posted) 

(#10813) 
2015-12-11 Issues to handled text line in WH9_Text_Extension problem (#10865) 
2015-12-14 Text lines in partial deliveries are displayed wrongly (#10870) 
2015-12-15 More advanced performance measurement for DI Picking and Delivery (#10877) 
2016-01-05 [BXHD 1000276] Issue 3 - error in quantity in generated delivery with changed 

picked qty (#10920) 
2015-12-16 PrintLabelsScreen: TextItem field not shown in customization (#10885) 
2015-12-16 EmployeeID UDF should be filled in every processes (#10893) 
2016-01-04 Text lines should not be copied to the delivery note. (#10911) 
2016-01-04 WH9 Client Installer without ActiveSync (#10913) 
2016-01-06 Picking: Exception when pick list number filter format is incorrect (#10921) 
2016-01-12 Prefill quantity appears, but not available in customization (#10938) 
2016-01-13 Exception in AutoFillQuantity: Input string was not in a correct format (#10943) 
2016-01-20 WH9 values cannot be reached in POQuantitiesBatchScreen_ButtonAdd_click_after 

query (#10967) 
2016-01-29 Expiration date has to be saved in GRPO / Inventory (#11005) 
2016-01-22 Error when reallocating batch or serial number for Pick List (#10983) 
2016-01-24 PickingLinesScreen: Line selection is wrong when bin/item filtering is used (#10984) 
2016-01-25 Speed priority picking (#10985) 
2016-02-02 Sequential picking (#11024) 
2016-02-04 Pick Quantities Screen: If 'Item must be scanned' option is active, display ItemCode 

instead of Customer (#11032) 
2016-01-26 Exception in batch number picking with real-time setting turned off (#10987) 
2016-01-26 Pick List line ordering is wrong when real-time picking is turned off (#10991) 
2016-02-10 [BXHD 1000152] #VAR-HD-20151005-107203# Function Request: 

GoodsReceiptPOScreen Query Custom Function (to filter by doctype) (#11018) 
2016-02-08 [BX-1000568] RE: Inactivating a bin location on BX Mobile WH9 (#11054) 
2016-02-09 Bin location can be changed for Picking when it is not allowed (#11086) 
2016-02-14 [BXHD 1000605] BX WH9 Issue: Too many options on BX Mobile WH9 panel 

(#11119) 
2016-02-22 [BXHD 1000590] The Operation has timed out (#11154) timeout value based on 

BXServiceBroker: Kill Time 
5.1.4 2015-12-12 
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2015-12-12 [BXHD 1000188] Issues to handled text line in WH9 (#10624) 
2015-12-09 Hungarian translation not working (#10572) 
2015-12-09 Multi-item transfer: serial numbers are overwritten (only the last one is posted) 

(#10813) 
2015-12-07 [BXHD 1000231] Komissiózási probléma (VAR-HD-20150831-105406) (#10679) 
2015-12-07 First line with open quantities should be selected when filtering founds more items 

(#10619) 
2015-12-04 New splash screen + config icon for WH9 (#10810) 
2015-12-03 Bug if InvTransRequest UoM is per document (#10462) 
2015-12-03 [BXHD 1000145] #VAR-HD-20151005-107182# scroll through WH9 (#10608) 
2015-12-02 [BXHD 1000298] Questions about WH9 (#10803) 
2015-12-02 [BXHD 1000269] "NO sales order line found" komissió szállításkor (#10768) 
2015-11-25 Save Diagnostics data (#10749) 
2015-11-25 Display user friendly error messages (#10625) 
2015-11-23 Wh9 Inv counting screen customization field not shown (#10738) 
2015-11-20 Hungarian translation for add-on (#10729) 
2015-11-18 Auto close warning messages (#10695) 
2015-11-18 [BXHD 1000185] Prepared quantities stuck open when base document is closed 

(#10705) 
2015-11-12 Stock Transfer: bin location filled when returning to stock list screen (#10680) 
2015-11-09 Free GRPO lines screen: wrong UoM is displayed when returning from Item selector 

(#10653) 
2015-11-06 Bug when checking prepared quantities (#10642) 
2015-11-05 VAR-HD-20150702-102311 ASPICO duplán könyvelt mennyiség (DAL Exception 

occured) (#8010) 
2015-11-04 Item filter doesn't select line on some screens (#10621) 
2015-11-04 BinLocation caption is too long for TextBoxes (desktop) (#10656) 
2015-10-28 Goods Issue Lines screen should support Distribution Rule (#10323) 
2015-10-27 Quick Inventory counting bug with SBO 9.0 (#10428) 
2015-10-27 [BXHD 1000189] #VAR-HD-20151019-107900# Stock Transfer Scanner Emulator 

select intern wrong Item (#10569) 
2015-10-27 PLANNING&TRADING Kft Bevételezéskor hiba - alapsor (#10238) 
2015-10-27 Item filters are filled when not needed (#10573) 
2015-10-27 Keyboard navigation in main menu (#10570) 
2015-10-21 Quantity check for normal item not working as expected (#10567) 
2015-10-09 Update all test scripts (#10400) 
2015-10-06 Date format problem (all processes) (#10397) 
2015-10-06 Goods issue - date format problem hungarian (#10383) 
2015-09-24 Sales Order item lines list item should be customized with user query (#10116) 
2015-09-24 Custom Extra screen mode for DataRepeater (#10114) 
2015-09-24 Inventory transfer problem retaining from bin location in screen (#10320) 
2015-09-23 In some line screens LineNumber is displayed instead of VisualOrder (#10336) 
2015-09-22 Goods Receipt & Goods Issue: selected item is not cleared when pressing back 

(#10325) 
2015-09-21 Printing customization should support also file path (#10313) 
2015-09-18 Error in Item Search when no results are returned (#10316) 
2015-09-16 Cannot pick non-stock item in Sales Order (#10213) 
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2015-09-09 In Inventory Transactions - Goods Issue, Remarks are not recorded in the document 
when posting it (#10212) 

2015-09-08 VAR-HD-20150310-93107 Stock counting: Finish button does not update the stock 
take quantities (#10175) 

2015-09-08 Cannot use select after find stock in "Sales Order" nor in "Stock Transfers - 
Transfer" (#10214) 

2015-08-19 Performance improvements for Picking (#8024) 
2015-08-18 Inventory Transfer - multiple items (#8037) 
2015-08-14 VAR-HD-20150703-102384_ Komissió könyveléskor hibaüzenet (#8016) 
2015-08-11 Expense support for Sales Order and A/R Reserve Invoice in Delivery (also from 

Pick List) (#8139) 
2015-08-10 VAR-HD-20150602-100789 WH9 UDF data is missing (DeliveryLines Expenses) 

(#8094) 
2015-08-06 Remove Validation count buttons in inventory counting (#8096) 
2015-08-03 VAR-HD-20150706-102530_Issues with counting module in BX WH9 software 

(#8020) 
2015-08-03 Diagnostic screen for network and server tests (#8004) 
2015-07-24 Handle multiple same item lines better in multiple processes (#7949) 
2015-07-21 Green dot sometimes missing for prepared quantities (#8053) 
2015-07-20 create test script for testing multithread test tester (#8047) 
2015-07-20 Create multithreaded load test for License checking with 50 users / 1 (#7985) 
2015-07-17 Performance issue with many serials at Inv.transfer request (#7947) 
2015-07-16 Serial number in Query stocks module (#8008) 
2015-07-15 Get Bin Location Stocks is possibly slow (#8003) 
5.1.5 2015-06-22  
2015-07-09 VAR-HD-20150617-101518 Accounting of inventory storage application error (#     
                       7977 ) 
2015-07-08 run prerelease test on x86, sbo910 ( # 8018 ) 
2015-07-08 Multiple purchase documents cannot be posted (DALException) ( # 8015 ) 
2015-07-06 Serial numbers getting stuck after documents are closed ( # 7948 ) 
2015-07-03 Change version format display on client ( # 7998 ) 
2015-07-02 Main menu screen scroll focus lost when returning from an inner menu ( #7999 ) 
2015-07-02 OutOfMemoryException for too many batch/serial lines ( # 7996 ) 
2015-07-01 VAR-HD-20150628-102115 Multiple Counting with WH9 ( # 7975 ) 
2015-06-29 rollback all resources to WH9 ( # 7974 ) 
2015-06-26 Inv Transfer Request-warn if there is no stock on that location from the item(#7946)  
2015-06-25 Unavailable stock display (red dot) for lines not always working ( # 7964 ) 
2015-06-25 Item Picker in all screens where necessary ( # 7525 ) 
2015-06-23 Item filter shows Documents in which the ItemLine is already closed (allprocesses)(#   

7893 ) 
2015-06-23 Picklist line screen: item is not saved for quantity screen after scanning item code or 

barcode ( # 7943 ) 
2015-06-23 VAR-HD-20150611-101211 Barcode in UoM and refresh of windows all processes( # 

7891 ) 
2015-06-22 Barcode is displayed as item code in error messages ( #7929) 
2015-06-18 VAR-HD-20150605-100924 Printing delivery ( #7921) 
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2015-06-11 VAR-HD-20150421-98527 Item filter in GRPO shows Purchases in which the Item 
line is already closed. ( #7706) 

2015-06-11 VAR-HD-20150611-101211 Barcode in UoM and refresh of windows ( #7890) 
2015-06-11 VAR-HD-20150602-100789 BX mobile WH - Textlines not in target document(using 

pick list) ( #7861) 
2015-06-10 VAR-HD-20150520-100127 No connection could be made because the target 

machine actively refused it ( #7864) 
2015-06-08 VAR-HD-20150529-100595 Error when Picking without stock ( #7826) 
2015-06-01 create build manually for P&T ( #7827) 
2015-06-01 Fast receiving mode bug when adding quantities ( #7810) 
2015-05-26 Better mobile keyboard support (Enter) for all screens where necessary 

(Addquantity)( #7705) 
2015-05-21 Support multiple barcodes for the same uom ( #7721) 
2015-05-20 Stock Transfer Request fast receiving bin mode ( #7771) 
2015-05-20 GR PO and Free GRPO fast receiving bin mode ( #7738) 
2015-05-06 VAR-HD-20150408-94678: HRESULT error comes during WH9 processes which 

causes service broker to stop function ( #7679) 
2015-05-04 Optimized mixed serial item handling in Stock Transfer Request process( #7709) 
2015-05-04 Optimized mixed serial item handling in GRPO process (also Free GRPO)( #7669) 
2015-04-24 VAR-HD-20150409-94732: Support for MS SQL 2014 ( #7680) 
2015-04-22 VAR-HD-20150310-93074: Selected batch number is not reallocated at picking if 

warehouse is not bin managed ( #7633) 
2015-04-20 Handle keyboard (enter) in quantity fields ( #7621) 
2015-04-20 VAR-HD-20150417-95200 UDF not displayed in PackingQuantitiesScreen( #7702) 
2015-04-20 Customization: conversion problem for double values ( #7703) 
2015-04-17 Texts are too small on 320x320 resolution with Windows CE ( #7701) 
2015-04-13 GS-1: support additional AI codes: 30 and 01 ( #7672) 
2015-04-10 New setting for hiding 'Result may contain more documents' messages( #7665) 
2015-04-09 User queries should be category-insensitive ( #7676) 
2015-04-09 ItemCode filter is not working as expected on some 'lines' screens when only1 result 

exists ( #7673) 
2015-04-03 Picking: recommended Batch is not filled for non-bin managed warehouses( #7643) 
2015-04-02 Enhance customizations with hiding, text color, positioning and so on( #7626) 
2015-03-30 Automatic Transfer option during Picking ( #7625) 
2015-03-30 Support button customization ( #7657) 
2015-03-26 Usability bugs on GR PO - item lines screen ( #7571) 
2015-03-18 Can't create Delivery from Pick List (unavailable quantities) ( #7636) 
2015-03-12 Change mobile client version display format ( #7627) 
5.1.6 2015-03-12  
2015-03-12 Change mobile client version display format (#7627) 
2015-03-12 Usability bugs on GR PO - item lines screen (#7571) 
2015-03-11 Multiple BOM items cannot be delivered in WH9 from picking (#7620) 
2015-03-10 KDT-HD-20150130-89628 Line order in Delivery (#7532) 
2015-03-09 VAR-HD-20150212-90504 Sales BOM item cannot be delivered in WH9 from picking 

(#7554) 
2015-03-09 KDT-HD-20141223-84337 Unapproved Sales Orders should not be appear(#7619) 
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2015-03-02 VAR-HD-20150225-91212 Customer name is missing from delivery (A/RReserve 
Invoice) (#7605) 

2015-03-02 Posting hundreds of serials for Goods Receipt PO is very slow (#7576) 
2015-02-27 Wrong serial/batch allocations are returned for non bin managed warehouses(#7590) 
2015-02-26 Customer selection button missing from Picking screen (#7582) 
2015-02-26 Business Partner selection throws exception when partner name not found(#7581) 
2015-02-23 KDT-HD-20150128-89516 BX mobile WH - Textlines not in target document(#7556) 
2015-02-23 Allow multi-line item names in lists (Goods Receipt) with Customization(#7551) 
2015-02-23 Sales Order: Item Code must be scanned option (#7552) 
2015-02-20 Impossible to delete the last favorite menu (#6907) 
2015-02-19 Query Stocks screen should allow custom user query for contents (#7553) 
2015-02-17 Change caption of setting "allow selecting bins and batches from stock info screen" 

(#7549) 
2015-02-17 Error message fix when item code scanning is enabled for Pick List and wrong item 

is scanned (#7565) 
2015-02-16 Choosing different Batch/Bin in Picklist Screen (#7536) 
2015-02-13 Russian language not working on devices (#7560) 
2015-02-11 Batch selection on multiple screens (#7547) 
2015-02-04 KDT-HD-20150203-89919 Business Partner Information is missing from 

StockTransfer (#7535) 
2015-02-03 Select batch possibility (#7530) 
2015-01-29 64-bit AddOns for WH9 (#7511) 
2015-01-27 Can't create Delivery from Pick List when Sales BOM exists and items werenot picked 

in the component order (#7522) 
2015-01-27 Goods Receipt PO: increase document number label length in list (#7523) 
2015-03-05 Bug on Windows CE (plain) devices with connection to server (#7612) 
2015-02-12 VAR-HD-20150211-90480 WH9 does not print labels in Russian (#7550) 
2015-02-06 Problem with printing batch/serial labels for incoming processes (#7539) 
5.1.7 2015-01-27  
2015-01-27 Batch and Bin allocations not filled properly when document has a base document 

(#7513) 
2015-01-27 Can't create Delivery from Pick List when Sales BOM exists and items were not picked 

in the component order (#7522) 
2015-01-27 Goods Receipt PO: increase document number label length in list (#7523) 
2015-01-23 During picking, Warehouse filter field is filled even if it was empty (#7518) 
2015-01-22 Exception when trying to pick when no Pick List is selected (#7516) 
2015-01-21 Credit memo with batch cannot be created if the invoice was created from a delivery 

(#7509) 
2015-01-19 Custom fields are too small on 320x320 screen resolution (#7505) 
2015-01-16 Picking - Create setting to allow working on an already taken pick list (#7503) 
2015-01-12 Exception when scanning the last serial number for a Transfer Request document 

(#7496) 
2015-01-09 Goods Receipt and Goods Issue prices are incorrect when last purchase price exists 

(#7492) 
2015-01-09 Support SBO 9.1 new Pick List types (Inventory Transfer, Production Order)(#7329) 
2015-01-09 Support SBO 9.1 Inventory Counting DI API (#7328) 
2015-01-09 Chooser for business partner (#7470) 
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2015-01-06 Pick list - after picking an item focus scrolls to end of list (#535) 
2014-12-18 KDT-HD-20141210-82424: Freights are not copied to Delivery via PickList(#522) 
2014-12-17 Create separate authorization for Goods Receipt PO (#526) 
2014-12-15 WH9 Server module upgrade error; duplicate WH9 mobile dll (#518) 
2014-12-11 Serial Screens: last scanned serial number cannot be deleted (#468) 
2014-12-11 Display 'picked' Pick Lists on mobile (so that Delivery can be created) (#510) 
2014-12-11 Stock Transfer quantities screens should have different names when based 

onTransfer Requests (for customization) (#511) 
2014-12-11 Stock Transfer Request: transaction lines and entries can't be deleted (#512) 
2014-12-10 Click customization option not working with list/multiple results (#508) 
2014-12-10 Create authorization for Recommendations (#509) 
2014-12-04 Freight bug - base document not referenced (#488) 
2014-12-03 Exception after Sales Issue and Goods Receipt PO post when DocNum filter isapplied 

(#493) 
2014-12-01 SAP 9.1 New Pick List Type (Inventory Transfer, Issue for Production) support(#439) 
2014-11-26 Streamlined Picking Process development (#123) 
2014-11-19 SAP 9.1 Inventory Counting API support (#21) 
2014-11-19 Support Freight in Sales Order/Pick -> Delivery document creation (#333) 
2014-11-14 ServiceBroker UDP unhandled exception (#319)row (#395) 
2014-11-12 KDT-HD-20141105-80117: DI error if you want to pick a closed batch itemrow (#395) 
2014-11-11 KDT-HD-20141106-80207 Error on load GR PO on doc number 800050(#405) 
2014-11-10 Mobile Log: date and time should be from the server, not the scanner device(#364) 
2014-11-10 Free GRPO should also support BO_* user fields (#403) 
2014-11-10 Selected printer on login screen is lost after logging in (#404) 
2014-10-28 Warehouse fields should be editable (so it can be scanned) (#276) 
2014-10-28 Can't remove all Mobile User Preferences (#323) 
2014-10-17 Goods Receipt & Goods Issue support (#35) 
2014-10-16 Windows CE 480x640 support (#239) 
2014-10-16 Russian translation (#250) 
2014-10-09 Client benchmarking support (events) (#174) 
2014-10-08 Cannot drop the table '#TMP_ASSEMBLYBOM_0' (#73) 
2014-10-08 Chooser for business partner (#96) 
2014-10-03 Licensing error messages in WebAPI (#172) 
5.1.8 2014-09-30  
2014-09-30 Separate main menu button for Free GRPO (VS#111) 
2014-09-25 Pick list screen - open line count fix (VS#72) 
2014-09-18 Can't remove quantities with update 0 from outgoing processes (#7485) 
2014-09-18 Entered quantity is not saved for stock label printing when changing printer(#7471) 
2014-09-18 Inventory item filter not needed (all processes) (#7480) 
2014-09-17 Enable booking non-stock items for all outgoing mobile processes (#7478) 
2014-09-16 Sales Credit Memo support in WH9 (#7434) 
2014-09-10 Picking Screen UDF to Delivery document (#7436) 
2014-09-10 Detailed mobile log for picking and inventory transfer (#7413) 
2014-09-10 Fix tab function on all screens (#7401) 
2014-09-08 Packing support for delivery (#7438) 
2014-09-03 Null reference exception in detailed mobile logging (#7446)  
2014-09-01 Picking - Find stock screen selection (#7419) 
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2014-09-01 Timeout functionality for picking (idle) (#7435) 
2014-08-27 RT#12148: GR PO performance problem (#7331) 
2014-08-27 RT#12496: Detailed Error messages (#7429) 
2014-08-14 A/P Reserve Invoice support (#7395) 
2014-08-14 Support Issue first by Bin Location setting for Batch items (#7384) 
2014-08-07 Fix open line counts for all document types (#7394) 
2014-08-07 Fix tab orders in all picking screens for focusing next field after scanning(#7393) 
5.1.9 2014-07-31  
2014-07-30 RT#12032: Crystal Reports Label for WH9 - document Zebra layouts and 

placeholders (#7301) 
2014-07-30 Picking process: don't allow to pick a serial number multiple times (#7383) 
2014-07-29 Incoming/refill strategies support (#7209) 
2014-07-25 Stock Transfer: Quantities screen is unnecessary for normal items with non bin 

warehouses(#7371) 
2014-07-25 UoM info is not always refreshed when using Item filter on lines screens(#7368) 
2014-07-24 Wrong available quantity when checking for the same item and location 

indifferentUoMs (#7361) 
2014-07-24 Transactions created by Sales Issue are also visible in Cash & Carry (#7365) 
2014-07-18 Exception on Windows CE when closing Config screen (#7349) 
2014-07-16 Set fields to empty string in DLN12 where they contains NULLs (#7345) 
2014-07-04 RT#12148: Error in sales order using Item filter (#7336) 
2014-06-17 Improve performance of picking process (#7275) 
2014-06-13 Pick list - warehouse filter doesn't work, lines incorrect (#7077) 
2014-06-03 Merge WH + Bin location fields to a single field everywhere (#7255) 
2014-05-29 Barcode prefix doesn't work in many places (#7080) 
2014-05-28 Add new config option for sales return authorization (#7264) 
2014-05-27 Create test scripts for sales return process (#7187) 
2014-05-23 Mass stock transfer from one bin location to another (#7205) 
2014-05-23 Unable to connect error message should display server URL (#7244) 
2014-05-22 Sales Return: exception when item code filter is filled (#7252) 
2014-05-22 Only selected bin should be displayed when clicking stock info in all outgoing

 processes(#7253) 
2014-05-21 Create test scripts for mass transfer (#7248) 
2014-05-21 HANA support for WH9 with pl10 (#7152) 
2014-05-21 Better user interface when running program in windows (#7238) 
2014-05-16 Create setting for displaying only the first x number of documents 

(allprocesses)(#7076) 
2014-05-13 Customization user query support for Pick List - list screen (#7227) 
2014-05-09 Picked quantity is added to mobile picking data table every time when picking fails 

(#7202) 
2014-05-09 Only display untaken picklists and picklists taken by the logged in employee(#7174) 
2014-05-09 Support sales return process (#7095) 
2014-05-07 Sales Return: exception when return bin location is not contained in delivery bin 

locations (#7208) 
2014-04-18 Exception when selecting user preferences or printers in add mode (#7169) 
2014-04-16 Prefill quantities - barcode problem with only numeric barcode (#7081) 
2014-04-15 Show UoM name in all screens for items with no UoM group (#7149) 
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2014-04-15 Display warehouse code instead of bin code for non-bin-managed warehouses in 
stock info (#7161) 

2014-04-14 RT#11458: scroll bar size on Goods Receipt and item name - click for information 
(#7140) 

2014-04-11 Allow to change bin/batch/serial allocations during picking for PL09 (#6936) 
2014-04-11 RT#11586 Error in stock transfer to two different locations (#7146) 
2014-04-11 Stock transfer: quantity update can cause inventory to fall into negative quantity 

(#7148) 
2014-04-11 Stocks transfer: prepared stocks can't be removed (#7147) 
2014-04-10 Cash&Carry - scroll to end of list (#7139) 
5.1.10 2014-04-09  
2014-04-08 Support screen resolution of 320x320 (#6951) 
2014-04-08 Prefill quantities - barcode problem with only numeric barcode (lines) (#7081) 
2014-04-04 Allow to change bin/batch/serial allocations during picking for PL09 (#6936) 
2014-04-03 Delayed picking posting (#6988) 
2014-04-03 Fix German translations (#7027) 
2014-04-02 Display batch number on picking lines screen (#6983) 
2014-04-02 Inventory counting: automatically book 1 piece when scanning an item code(#7094) 
2014-04-02 Stock counting - allow to un-count serial numbers, error if double scanning(#7084) 
2014-04-01 Stock transfer request doesn't use filter "To Warehouse" (#7117) 
2014-04-01 Support alternate sorting for picking (#7093) 
2014-04-01 Select warehouses from a list (#7092) 
2014-03-19 ConfigScreen: selected database is not saved when refocusing data repeater(#7067) 
2014-03-19 Scrolling doesn't work in configuration screen (with more than 3 databases)(#6955) 
2014-03-12 RT#11330: NullReferenceException in Sales order (#7046) 
2014-03-06 New authorization: picking delivery (#6984) 
2014-03-06 Use receiving bin location instead of default bin location for GRPO process(#6982) 
2014-03-06 After a successful sales order posting, filters are not used for the query(#6906) 
2014-02-10 Inventory counting: fields are not filled with decoded values after GS1-128 
2014-02-07 ItemsUnitMsr is not filled correctly when adding quantity to a previously existing entry 

(cash & carry and free GRPO) (#6916) 
2014-02-07 Pressing done with no quantities removes all prepared lines (cash & carry and free 

GRPO)(#6914) 
2014-02-06 Don't display a document if it has no line with inventory items (#6905) 
2014-02-06 Issue For Production: only display production orders with manual line count greater 

than 0 (#6911) 
2014-01-30 Display the lines and documents differently if there are no possible stocks to process 

(#6782) 
2014-01-29 Full quantity is not visible in lines where the UoM is too long (#6861) 
2014-01-28 Display target quantity (but don't validate) even when the "Add" button was pressed 

without quantity (#6781) 
2014-01-27 Don't display non-inventory items from documents (#6854) 
2014-01-27 Create new process: "Sales Order Issue" (#6793) 
2014-01-17 Display quantity in green for lines where full quantity has been prepared(#6815) 
2014-01-17 Sticky destination location for stock transfer requests (# 6807) 
2014-01-16 Show translated statuses for lines in all processes (ordering fix for pick list lines) 

(#6818) 
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2014-01-10 Stay on the same screen when an error comes back from a server call(#6411) 
2014-01-10 Reload button should be located at the same place on all screens (#6801) 
2014-01-10 Find stocks button should also filter by warehouse when possible (#6779) 
2014-01-07 Create new process: "Free Goods Receipt PO" (#6737) 
2013-12-23 Don't pre-fill bin location in picking (#6746) 
2013-12-19 Support GS1-128 bar codes in all processes (#6417) 
2013-12-18 "Cancel" button is not visible on serial screens (when not using built-in OS buttons) 

(#6736) 
2013-12-13 Allow to create documents as drafts instead of real documents (#6716) 
5.1.11 2013-12-11  
  First official release 
6. OUR AVAILABILITY 
If you find any issues or if you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please feel free to 
contact us and we will be happy to help. http://helpdesk.bx-software.com  
 


